
Award Category (5): Digital Opportunity/Inclusion Award 
Spark for Software Solutions 
The submitted information is great. However, it would be helpful if any links to news articles or press 
releases showcasing success stories are available (in English, if possible, or we can use Google translate) 
 
Below links from the web site of “Tamkeen”; the contest provided by “MCIT – Egyptian Ministry of 
Communication and Information Technology”. It announces that doContact, iTalk and iWrite have won 
in the competitions on rounds 5 and 6. 
 
http://www.tamkeen.gov.eg/ar/content?tt=articles&id=1  
Please check row # 21 (in the table in the above link) with the name of “doContact” 
The above link mentions that our app “doContact” has won a prize in Tamkeen 5 contest. As mentioned 
in the link, the description of the project is “The application aims to use the Arabic language for people 
with hearing disabilities in dialogue instead of sign language”. Also it is mentioned that it targets the 
hearing disability. 
 
http://www.tamkeen.gov.eg/uploads/tamkeen_round6.pdf 
Please check the below rows (in the table in the above link) 
row # 15 (iTalk)  
row # 39 (doContact with whatsapp) 
row # 67 (iWrite") 
 
The above link mentions that our apps “iTalk”, “doContact with whatsapp” and “iWrite” have won 3 
prizes in Tamkeen 6 contest. As mentioned in the link, the description of the project as follows: 

1. iTalk:  
This series represents an integrated system that aims to serve people with hearing impairment, 
to enable them to 
Express themselves in complete sentences in Arabic (in slang language) so that they feel they 
are using the 
Traditional methods of communication, as their normal peers, by using the 
Smart phones running on the Android operating system. This system relies on a set of large 
number of pictures expressing different life events for each age group, and when clicking on 
these pictures a voice (child or girl / man or woman) plays in a full sentence in the Arabic 
language (slang language) to express the situation the user wants 

2. doContact with whatsapp:  
User can: Choose a specific picture to send its voice as a voice note to Contact on whatsapp, to 
be heard by the recipient as any voice message he receives on the application. The user can also 
use the audio files of the pictures to send them directly through whatsapp to a contact. • It also 
enables the user to deal with the “favorites” with new features, such as: creating groups within 
Favorites, download complete set of all for favorites, download set of photos from all for 
favorites. 

3. iWrite: 
A child or an adult can use the same pictures they have in the first app “doContact” to rewrite it 
again, which helps the user to learn to write using the keyboard of a mobile device or table. So, 
education in this case will be different from the traditional education. Also, learning will be 
achieved directly by reading and writing what the user needs in his daily life to achieve real 
benefit from learning. 

http://www.tamkeen.gov.eg/ar/content?tt=articles&id=1
http://www.tamkeen.gov.eg/uploads/tamkeen_round6.pdf

